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Night of The Hawk



The team tracks Savage to a small town in Oregon during the 1950s. Upon  arrival, they discover there have been a recent string of murders and  they suspect Savage is involved. Professor Stein and Sara go undercover  at a psychiatric hospital, where Savage is working as a doctor, to find  out his plan. While there, Sara meets a nurse named Lindsay and sparks  fly. Meanwhile, Ray and Kendra pretend to be a married couple to gain  the neighborhood’s trust, but an interracial couple in the ‘50s isn’t  something that goes unnoticed. Soon, Savage is at their door.
Quest roles:
Casper Crump(Vandal Savage), Ali Liebert(Nurse Lindsey Carlisle), Melissa Roxburgh(Betty Seaver), Laura Mennell(Gail Knox), Daryl Shuttleworth(Sheriff Bud Ellison), Levi Meaden(Tommy Fuller), Bronwen Smith(Madeline), Cameron Hilts(Davis Turner), Garvin Cross(Stranded Motorist), Steve Blum(Chronos (voice)), Ben Wilkinson(Dr. Hannah), Jennifer Koenig(Snooty Woman), Lex Lang(Hawk Creatures (voice)), Skyler Mowatt(Billy), Douglas Armstrong(Jock #2), Andrew Suttar(Soda Shop Owner), David Wontner(Jock #1), Dominika Zybko(Young Woman)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
10 March 2016, 20:00
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